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Beta decay of 62Ga

B. C. Hyman, V. E. Iacob, A. Azhari, C. A. Gagliardi, J. C. Hardy, V. E. Mayes, R. G. Neilson, M. Sanchez-Vega
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~Received 14 January 2003; published 30 July 2003!

We report a study of theb decay of62Ga, whose dominant branch is a superallowed 01→01 transition to
the ground state of62Zn. We find the total half-life to be 115.8460.25 ms. This is the first time that the62Ga
half-life has been measured with a purified source. We find that (0.12060.021)% of theb decays are followed
by g cascades that pass through the62Zn 21 first excited state at 0.954 MeV. The branching ratio to the
first-excited 01 state in 62Zn at 2.33 MeV is,0.043%. We conclude that the branching ratio for the super-
allowed transition is 99.8520.15

10.05%.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Measurements of superallowedb decays between 01, T
51 analog states provide the most precise determinatio
the Fermi coupling constantGV in nuclear b decay. The
result for GV , currently obtained from nine well studie
01→01 decays of nuclei with 10<A<54, may be com-
bined with the muon decay constantGm to obtainVud , the
weak coupling between up and down quarks in the Cabib
Kobayashi-Maskawa~CKM! matrix. In recent years, ther
has been a great interest in improving the precision ofVud by
extending our knowledge offt values for 01→01 superal-
lowed b decays to additional nuclear systems, inspir
largely by the apparent nonunitarity of the CKM matrix
the two standard deviation level.~See Ref.@1# for a recent
review.! Nonunitarity of the CKM matrix would unequivo
cally demand new physics, so considerable attention
been directed to sharpening the values of bothVud andVus ,
the dominant contributors to the unitarity sum. There
recent indications that the accepted value for the latter, wh
is derived from measurements ofKe3 decay, may be flawed
@2#, and work will undoubtedly proceed in this area. We f
cus here, however, on reducing the uncertainty with wh
Vud is obtained.

The coupling constantGV can be obtained from the ex
perimentalft value for a 01→01 b decay between analo
states with the relation@3#

Ft[ f t~11dR8 !~11dNS2dC!5
K

2GV
2~11DR

V!
, ~1!

where f is the b-decay phase-space factor,t is the partial
half-life, K is a constant,dR8 , dNS, and DR

V are radiative
corrections, anddC accounts for the deviation of the pare
and daughter states from perfect isospin symmetry. Here
have also definedFt as the ‘‘corrected’’ft value. The greates
contributions to the uncertainty inGV arise not from the
experimentalft values but from the theoretical correctio
terms. Of these four terms, two,dR8 andDR

V , are dominated
by well-understood QED processes, while the other two,dNS
and dC , depend on the detailed structure of the spec
nuclear states in question. Therefore, it is very importan
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test the reliability of these nuclear structure-dependent ca
lations, which always act as a differencedC2dNS. Any re-
duction in their uncertainties will be reflected directly in th
uncertainty obtained forVud .

Two approaches are being pursued. The 01→01 superal-
lowed transitions in higher-Z nuclear systems are predicte
to have substantially larger structure-dependent effects@3–5#
than those present for the nine cases with 10<A<54, which
have been measured with high precision. If the calculati
predict the structure-dependent effects forA>62 nuclei suc-
cessfully, this would provide strong evidence that the mu
smaller effects present in lighter nuclei are also being e
mated correctly. TheA>62 nuclei with N5Z, 01, and
T51 typically also have the opportunity tob decay to
nonanalog 01 states in their daughter nuclei. The measur
transition matrix elements for these forbidden Fermib de-
cays provide another test of thedC calculations@3,4,6#. How-
ever, a complication also arises in high-Z nuclei. The large
energy range available for Gamow-Teller transitions m
lead to a significant total Gamow-Teller decay yield, b
spread over so many 11 daughter states that most individu
transitions become unobservably weak@7#. Therefore, an-
other approach is also being followed: measureme
of b-decay ft values are now underway for the 01,
Tz521 nuclei 22Mg, 30S, and34Ar @8#, where the structure-
dependent corrections can also be large and, more im
tantly, where the nuclear model space is common with so
of the nine currently well-known transitions.

The next heaviest nucleus~after 54Co) in the sequence o
N5Z, 01, T51 superallowedb emitters is 62Ga. Before
the ft value for the62Ga superallowedb transition can pro-
vide a stringent test of the structure-dependent correctio
its precision must reach;0.1%. This requires the corre
spondingQEC value to be measured to61.7 keV or better,
and the half-life and branching ratio must each be measu
to ,0.1%. To date, the only measured result forQEC is
9171626 keV @9#; however, techniques are now being d
veloped that will soon make it possible to measure mas
with the required precision@10#. Here, we address the62Ga
half-life and branching ratios. The half-life has been me
sured several times@9,11,12#, leading to the current
weighted-average accepted value 116.1260.23 ms, but none
©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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of the previous lifetime measurements used purified radio
tive sources, an important consideration at this level of p
cision. Until very recently, there had been no measurem
of branching ratios from62Ga to excited states in its daught
62Zn. However, as this work was being prepared for pub
cation, an independent experiment was also reported@13#,
providing a valuable consistency check on these diffic
measurements.

Although it may be a few years yet before theft value for
the 62Ga superallowed transition is known precisely enou
to test the nucleus-dependent correction terms, another te
already accessible. Since the first-excited 01 state in62Zn is
known to be at an excitation energy of 2.33 MeV, the dec
of 62Ga provides an excellent opportunity to observe t
nonanalog 01→01 transition. Two of the calculations tha
predict a large (dC2dNS) correction for the62Ga superal-
lowedb decay also predict a value for the branching ratio
the forbidden Fermi transition to the 2.33 MeV state@3,4#. A
measurement of—or even a limit on—the62Ga b-decay
branching ratio to this state provides an immediate test of
calculations’ effectiveness.

This paper reports a new study of the62Ga b decay. The
62Ga half-life has been measured for the first time with
high-purity source. Two different techniques were used
measure theb-decay branching ratios to excited states
62Zn. Evidence is reported for population of the first excit
21 state in 62Zn via g cascades fromb decays to higher
excited states, and an upper limit is reported for the forb
den Fermi decay to the 2.33 MeV 01 excited state. Section I
describes the62Ga production, Sec. III describes the lifetim
determination, and Sec. IV describes the two differ
branching-ratio measurements. Finally, Sec. V discusses
results.

II. 62Ga PRODUCTION

We produced62Ga with the 1H(64Zn,62Ga)3n reaction,
using 41A and 42A MeV 64Zn beams from the Texas A&M
University K500 Superconducting Cyclotron. The target m
terial was contained in a LN2-cooled cryogenic gas cell with
Havar entrance and exit windows. The window thicknes
varied from run to run between 4 and 13mm. A 1.5-mg/cm2

Al stripper foil was placed immediately after the gas cell
that the majority of the outgoing62Ga ions were in the 311
charge state. The gas target was located at the entrance
Texas A&M Momentum Achromat Recoil Spectromete
MARS. Reaction products, together with the remainder
the primary beam, entered MARS at 0°.

MARS consists of a quadrupole-quadrupole-dipo
quadrupole-dipole momentum achromat, followed by
velocity-filter-dipole-quadrupole-quadrupole mass spectro
eter. It may be used to produce high-purity radioactive bea
for decay studies or secondary nuclear-reaction meas
ments. A detailed description of the production of radioact
beams with MARS may be found in Ref.@14#. Here, we
restrict our discussion to issues that play an important rol
the 62Ga b-decay measurements. A pair of slits at an int
mediate focal plane within the achromat determine the ov
all momentum acceptance and, thus, the range straggle o
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final radioactive beam. These slits were set to provide a m
mentum acceptance ofDp/p051 –1.5 % ~full width!. We
monitored the intensity of the64Zn beam by stopping it in a
Faraday cup within the achromat. As shown in Fig. 1~a!, the
size, composition, and intensity of the secondary beam w
measured at the final MARS mass focus with a 535 cm2,
1000-mm-thick, two-dimensional Si strip detector. MAR
was tuned to focus fully strippedN5Z nuclei to a 3
33-mm spot. Slits near the focal plane were set to pass o
the fully strippedN5Z nuclei.

The radioactive beam itself consisted of 80–94 %62Ga,
depending on the64Zn beam energy and the thickness of t
Havar windows on the cryogenic gas cell. The remain
background nuclei consisted of otherN5Z, fully stripped
nuclei that had the same magnetic rigidity, and hence also
same velocity as the62Ga nuclei of interest. MARS canno
distinguish between different nuclei that have both the sa
p/q andM /q values. However, different nuclei may be di
tinguished by measurements of their total energy. Figure 1~b!
shows the beam composition during one of the62Ga
branching-ratio studies. The typical62Ga intensity was
1000–1500 Hz.

When required for the lifetime measurement, the impu
ties in this beam could be reduced by another order of m
nitude without any loss of62Ga intensity. As will be de-
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FIG. 1. ~a! Spectrum of energy vs position as measured with
Si strip detector at the final MARS mass focus. The dashed ver
lines indicate the approximate settings chosen for the accept
slits. ~b! Energy spectrum from the strip detector taken after the s
had been set, showing the composition of the secondary beam
ing the first62Ga branching-ratio measurement. For clarity, only t
odd-odd nuclei have been labeled.
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scribed in the following section, the 37A MeV 62Ga beam
was degraded before being collected on a thin tape. S
impurities have different ranges, this resulted in collec
62Ga samples that were;99% pure.

III. LIFETIME

A high-speed tape-transport system was used to mea
the half-life of 62Ga. The radioactive beam exited th
vacuum system through a thin Kapton window and th
passed through a 300-mm-thick plastic scintillator that pro-
vided a continuous monitor of the intensity. The beam pas
through thin Al and Mylar degrader foils, with thickness
chosen to ensure that the62Ga stopping distribution was cen
tered in a 10.5-mg/cm2-thick aluminized-Mylar tape. In ad
dition to maximizing the fraction of the62Ga which stopped
in the tape, this reduced our sensitivity to the lighterN5Z
background nuclei that can be seen in Fig. 1 because
have longer ranges. The62Ga was collected in the tape du
ing a 0.25-s-long irradiation period. The primary64Zn beam
from the K500 Superconducting Cyclotron was then disab
by a shift off-resonance in the phase of one of the rf de
The tape transport required 135 ms to move the62Ga source
into a shielded 4p gas proportional chamber. The discrim
nator for the proportional chamber readout was set well
low the characteristic pulse height associated with minim
ionizing particles, providing nearly unit efficiency indepe
dent of positron energy.b-decay events observed by the pr
portional chamber were processed via circuitry that int
duced a predetermined dominant dead time, and were
multiscaled during a 3-s-long counting period. The mu
scaler was controlled by a precision frequency synthesi
After the counting period, the64Zn primary beam was re
enabled and the next collection period began.

Approximately 33106 b-decay events were recorde
Data were taken under a broad range of different experim
tal conditions to investigate possible systematic effects
the extracted half-life. Runs were taken with different co
binations of high voltage, discriminator threshold, fix
event-by-event dead time, and channel dwell time. In ad
tion, a run was taken with the synthesizer frequency redu
by a factor of 10 in order to expose longer-lived impuritie
This latter run indicated that (1.160.1)% of the observed
activity arose from 3.21-s58Cu in the radioactive beam
stopped in the aluminized-Mylar tape. This intensity w
consistent with measurements of the radioactive beam c
position that were performed with the Si strip detector.
nally, background studies were performed with the tape m
tion disabled or with the 62Ga beam blocked at a
intermediate point within MARS; these showed only a lo
constant background of about 0.5 Hz.

An important potential contaminant was54Cog. It has a
short half-life, t1/25193.3 ms, which could affect our mea
sured 62Ga lifetime. Measurements of the radioactive be
composition with the Si strip detector indicated that it co
tained,0.5% 54Co, but even this small amount was furth
reduced in our collected samples since the54Co nuclei have
longer ranges than the62Ga nuclei. Less than half of thos
produced could have stopped in the aluminized-Mylar ta
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Furthermore,b-g coincidence measurements~see Sec. IV!
indicate that the majority of the54Co was in the form of
54Com, a 1.5-m isomer. Overall, we expected54Cog to rep-
resent less than 0.1% of the activity.

We first filtered the62Ga decay data to remove anomolo
cycles. For each cycle, we extracted the ratio of events
tected in the 4p counter relative to the number of62Ga nu-
clei detected in the plastic scintillator at the exit of MAR
We rejected cycles for which this ratio deviated by more th
;20% from its average value as showing evidence of e
trical pickup associated with the tape-transport system~high
ratios! or of some shortfall in the tape travel~low ratios!. In
order to maintain high signal-to-background ratio, we a
rejected any cycles in which a sudden decrease in prim
beam caused the absolute number of detected events
less than;25% of its average value. None of these filterin
criteria introduces a time-dependent bias that could affect
extracted half-life.

Then, we performed five-parameter maximum-likeliho
fits on the accepted data. The five parameters represente
yield and half-life of 62Ga, the yields of the58Cu and54Cog

impurities, and an additional constant background. The h
lives of the 58Cu and 54Cog impurities were fixed at their
accepted values. Figure 2 shows the total decay spectrum
the subset of the data that were taken with the multisc
operating at 12 ms/channel. The fitted result for the mag
tude of the58Cu impurity was consistent with the yield ob
served during the run specially timed to expose it. The
also indicated that54Cog contributed a maximum of 0.05%
of the measured decays—consistent with our expectat
based on the strip-detector observations. The maximum
fect that these decays could have on the measured62Ga life-
time was 0.04%. We find that the62Ga half-life is 115.84
60.25 ms.

Half-life results were also extracted separately from
individual runs taken under different experimental conditio
in order to search for possible systematic effects. As sho
in Fig. 3, the results from the various individual analys
were consistent. We also performed four additional fits to
complete dataset, each with successively more channel
moved from the beginning of the time-decay spectrum,
search for evidence of additional short-lived nuclei that w
not included explicitly in the fitting function. The extracte

Time [ms]

C
ou

nt
s

62Ga

t1/2 = 115.84(25) ms

10 3

10 4

10 5

0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000

FIG. 2. The total62Ga decay spectrum for the subset of the d
taken with the multiscaler set to 12 ms/channel.
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62Ga half-life was found to be statistically stable against
these tests.

IV. BRANCHING RATIOS

Two different procedures were used to determine
branching ratios of62Ga to excited states in62Zn. The pri-
mary goal of the first measurement was to observe
Gamow-Teller branch, and either to observe or to set an
per limit on the forbidden Fermi transition to the first 01

excited state in62Zn at 2.33 MeV. The62Ga beam was
stopped in a 0.66-mm-thick Al target placed in air beyo
the final MARS focal plane. The Al target was surrounded
four sides by 2-mm-thick plastic-scintillatorb detectors, as
shown in Fig. 4. The scintillators were coupled to photom
tiplier tubes by lucite light guides. Discriminator threshol
for the scintillators were set well below the minimum
ionizing pulses. Gamma rays were detected by 70% HP
~high-purity Ge! detectors that were placed behind three
the four plastic scintillators. A 5-cm-thick graphite cone w
attached to the front of each Ge detector to shield it fr
decay positrons, while exposing it to a minimum of brem

FIG. 3. A comparison of62Ga half-life results taken under
range of different experimental conditions. Runs were taken w
different discriminator thresholds, high voltage, channel dwell tim
and event-by-event dead time. The dead time was 10ms/event for
runs 1–19 and 12ms/event for runs 20–29.

FIG. 4. Detector configuration during the first branching-ra
measurement, as seen by looking into the62Ga beam. The Al stop-
ping target was located in the center of the four-sided box form
by the scintillators and light guides.
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strahlung radiation. Events were recorded if they containe
b-g coincidence. Off-line, the signal-to-background ra
was optimized by rejecting events in which theb detector
immediately in front of theg detector fired. To maximize the
yield, both the62Ga implantation in the Al target and theb-g
decay measurements ran continuously. This precluded
measurement of the half-lives for the observedg decays. The
Al stopping target was replaced every 12–24 h to minim
the buildup of 62Cu activity following the decay of thet1/2
59.186 h nucleus62Zn.

Most of the 62Ga decays go to the62Zn ground state.
Therefore, one needs to know both the strength of the62Ga
source and the absolute efficiency of theb andg detectors to
infer branching ratios from the observedb-g coincidence
yields. The 62Ga yield was calibrated relative to the inte
grated64Zn beam intensity in dedicated runs with the Si st
detector. The Ge-detector efficiencies were measuredin situ
with a 152Eu source that was calibrated to 5%. Th
b-detector efficiencies were calculated with an EGS4-ba
Monte Carlo simulation@15#. They were nearly independen
of the end point energy. We estimated the systematic un
tainty in the calculatedb detector efficiencies to be 5% b
varying parameters in the simulation.

Figure 5 shows one of theg-ray spectra in the vicinity of
the 0.954-MeVg ray from the decay of the 21 first-excited
state in62Zn. This decay was clearly visible in all threeb-g
coincidence spectra. Combining the three measurement
gether, we find that the apparentb-decay branching ratio to
the 0.954 MeV state is (0.12060.021)%. If theseg rays
were the result ofb decays directly to the 21 state, they
would represent a logft of 6.2. This is far too small for a
second-forbiddenb decay, so theseg rays must be the resul
of cascadeg decays following Gamow-Teller transitions t
higher lying 11 states in62Zn. A systematic search was pe
formed on the measuredg-ray spectra for evidence of tran
sitions that might populate the 21 state. None were found
with g-ray energies below 2.5 MeV. In particular, there w
no evidence for population of the62Zn second 21 state at
1.805 MeV.

The search for the 1.376 MeVg ray that would provide
evidence for population of the first-excited 01 state in 62Zn
at 2.33 MeV was complicated by the fact that this state
only been observed in charged-particle reactions, so the
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FIG. 5. Gamma-ray spectrum from one of the Ge detectors
the vicinity of the 62Zn first-excited state. The transitions are l
beled according to the parent nucleus.
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citation energy is only known to610 keV. Figure 6 shows
one of the three Ge-detector spectra in the vicinity of 1
MeV. Possible enhancements are seen near the expecte
cay energy. Similar enhancements were seen in all three
spectra, but the apparent decay energies were not consi
Therefore, to be conservative, we choose to set an u
limit for the forbidden Fermi transition. We established t
limit by fitting each of the Ge spectra to a Gaussian pe
plus a linear background term. For each detector, the Ga
ian width was fixed to match the nearby peaks seen in Fi
at 1.332 and 1.407 MeV, and the centroid was fixed at fin
spaced energies between 1.35 and 1.40 MeV. For each
sumedg-ray energy, the yield was extracted for each det
tor. The largest apparent branching ratio 0.032% was fo
for assumed transition energies of 1.377 or 1.388 MeV. A
accounting for the additional statistical and systematic un
tainties, we conclude that the branching ratio for the forb
den Fermi decay,62Ga→62Zn(01, 2.33 MeV), is,0.043%.

A second branching-ratio measurement was perform
with the tape-transport system. The62Ga source was pre
pared with the same techniques as those described in Se
After the collection period, the source was transported t
shielded counting station in 185 ms. There,b-g coincidences
were observed during a 0.5-s-long counting period by
1-mm-thick plastic scintillator placed very close to one s
of the tape and a 70% HPGe detector placed 0.5 cm a
from the source on the opposite side of the tape.

There were far fewer backgroundg-ray lines present dur
ing this measurement, because of the additional isotopic
lection obtained by requiring the radioactive nuclei to stop
the thin aluminized-Mylar tape. It also permitted the lif
times of the observedg rays to be measured. However, th
event statistics were reduced substantially, compared to
previous measurement, since62Ga was only produced for a
small fraction of the time, and over 80% of the nuclei d
cayed before they could be counted. The 0.954-MeV tra
tion was the onlyg ray observed following the62Ga b de-
cay. We found that the half-life for the 0.954-MeVg-ray
transition was 110665 ms. This confirms that it follows the
b decay of the62Ga ground state.

Blank @13# reported the observation of a possible 2.22
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FIG. 6. g-ray spectrum in the vicinity of 1.38 MeV. This is from
the same Ge detector as was illustrated in Fig. 5. The transition
labeled according to the parent nucleus. The62Ga label indicates
the region where theg-ray from the deexcitation of the 01, 2.33
MeV state in62Zn should appear.
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MeV g ray in coincidence with the 0.954-MeVg ray. We do
see a 2.228-MeVg ray both in our first measurement at th
stopping target and in the second measurement with the t
transport system. However, it was considerably stronger r
tive to the 0.954-MeV peak in the former measurement th
it was in the latter, where higher62Ga purity was assured
Thus, either the 2.228-MeVg ray is entirely due to an im-
purity, or there are twog rays with nearly the same energ
one from an impurity and the other from62Ga. Unfortu-
nately, the meager statistics on the 2.228-MeV peak m
further identification by half-life analysis impossible. Even
a portion of the 2.228-MeV peak is attributable to the62Ga
decay, its intensity would be,0.15% of the total decays o
62Ga. Furthermore, if it were to feed the 0.954-keV state
suggested by Blank, then it would fully account for the dire
feeding of that state and would not change the total nona
log b feeding required to account for the observed intens
of the 0.954-keVg ray.

V. DISCUSSION

Our result for the half-life of62Ga, 115.8460.25 ms, is
lower than results from the two previous measurements w
the best precision, 115.9560.30 ms @12# and 116.34
60.35 ms@9#, though it is statistically consistent with both
Since impurities tend to increase the observed half-life—th
are usually from nuclei nearer stability—these differenc
could easily have been caused by undetected impuritie
the earlier measurements. Our result for the62Ga half-life is
the first to have been measured with a purified source.

Our measuredg-ray yields from the decay of62Ga would
have been puzzling indeed without the recent calculations@7#
of competing Gamow-Teller decays in superallowed emitt
with A>62. Observation of ag-ray transition deexciting the
first 21 state in 62Zn with no evidence of anotherg-ray
transition populating that state would naively imply that t
21 state is fed directly by theb decay from62Ga. However,
such 01→21b-decay feeding would be second forbidde
and could not possibly account for the observed intensity
the 0.954-MeVg ray. The explanation of this paradox lies
the predicted existence of numerous weak Gamow-Te
branches in the decay of62Ga. In Ref.@7# it is estimated that
there could be more than 100 such branches and, altho
their total strength is predicted to be significant (;0.3%),
the individual branches themselves are considerably we
and could well be unobservable. Our observations confi
the general validity of this prediction.

We can also make a more quantitative comparison w
Ref. @7#. That work predicts that 80% of the summe
Gamow-Teller strength ultimately feeds the first-excited1

state in 62Zn, thus producing a 0.954-MeVg ray with a
predicted intensity of 0.22%. This can be compared with
measured intensity for thatg ray of (0.12060.021)%,
which is certainly within the expected accuracy of the ear
calculation. @The intensity measured by Blank@13#, (0.12
60.03)%, is the same as our result, but with a larger unc
tainty.# The same calculation also predicts@16# that the
0.851-MeVg ray deexciting the second-excited 21 state in

re
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62Zn should be,20% of the intensity of the 0.954-MeVg
ray. This is completely consistent with our not observing a
g ray at 0.851 MeV.

By combining the experimental intensity of the 0.95
MeV g ray with the calculation of Gamow-Teller branchin
@7#, we can arrive at a rather precise value for the supe
lowed 01→01 branching ratio. A lower limit for the tota
branching to nonsuperallowedb transitions is given by
0.10%, the minimum intensity actually observed for t
0.954-MeVg ray. An upper limit can be obtained as follow
the shell-model calculation of the62Ga decay@7#, which
shows reasonable agreement with the observedg-ray
strength, also predicts that 0.06% of the decay strength
passes the 0.954-MeVg-ray transition; we conservativel
place a factor-of-3 uncertainty on that result, which wou
encompass the possible existence of the 2.225-MeVg ray as
a direct decay to the ground state, and conclude that
upper limit for the total branching to nonsuperallowedb
transitions is 0.30%. Thus, the superallowed 01→01

branching ratio for62Ga decay becomes 99.8520.15
10.05%.

We can now calculate the correctedFt value for the62Ga
decay using Eq.~1!: we take the experimentalQEC value@9#
to calculatef; our half-life and branching-ratio results to d
rive t; and the tabulated values of Towner and Hardy@3# for
the various correction terms. The result,Ft53050647 s,
agrees well with the averageFt value, 3072.260.8 s, ob-
tained from the nine well-known superallowed decays of
clei with 10<A<54, but its precision is severely limited b
the poorly knownQEC value. However, if the uncertainty o
that QEC value could be reduced to61.7 keV, the uncer-
tainty on the resultingFt value would become69 s. This
would be sufficient to provide a demanding test of t
structure-dependent corrections.
G
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It is also interesting to take the opposite approach a
assume that the corrections are valid and that theFt value
for the 62Ga decay must have the same value as the ave
obtained from the nine lighter nuclei. Under these assum
tions, we predict theQEC value for 62Ga to be 9183
66 keV.

Finally, we examine results for the forbidden 01→01

decay to the first-excited 01 state in62Zn. The two calcula-
tions that produce values of the structure-dependent cor
tions, dC and dNS, for the superallowed transition predic
values of the transition matrix element for this decay chan
as well. Converting these results into predicted branch
ratios, we obtain a value of (0.01760.004)% from Towner
and Hardy@3# and values of 0.016% and 0.035% from O
mand and Brown depending on the effective interaction th
use@4#. Our measured upper limit for this branching ratio
,0.043% is consistent with all three calculations; the lim
obtained by Blank@13#, ,0.017%, is also consistent wit
two of the calculations.

Insofar as it is possible, we have used the measured d
of 62Ga to test the structure-dependent corrections requ
to determine the vector coupling constant from superallow
b decay. To current experimental precision, these calc
tions pass the test. However, a far more demanding test
be possible from these data once the masses of62Ga and its
daughter62Zn have been measured with;1 keV precision.
This should be considered a high-priority goal.
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